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How do we build 

community, 

interaction, and 

metacognition 

through writing and 

using technology? 
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Start With Learning Goals
Collaborate with peers to develop a 
proposal for a problem students wrestled 
with the entire semester; design a garden  
to support the community.

Click here for more at Berkeley Graduate Div. Teaching & Resource Center 

Writing Experiences

Compare two author’s perspectives, 
evaluate their use of evidence, and 
judge or defend the soundness of one.

Distinguish between several causes; 
examine the pros and cons of an idea.

Relate a course concept to their own lives; 
use a theoretical lens to interpret a cultural 
event.
Summarize a concept; paraphrase an 
argument.

Identify causes; define a term (freewrite 
and discuss).

https://gsi.berkeley.edu/gsi-guide-contents/student-writing-intro/creating-writing-assignments/assignment-taxonomy/


Know the Writing Process Stage

Idea generation, 
brainstorming, 
invention

Outlining, flow 
charting, 
mapping ideas

Drafting, low-stakes writing, 
first attempts, grappling

Formative feedback: Peer review, 
feedback from instructor, 
feedback from ARC Writing 
Tutors.

Rewriting: Revision, 
Proofreading, Editing

Summative 
feedback on final 
products, 
presenting their 
work to a public

Reflection on Process, Products, & Learning



A Multimodal 
Imperative

“We have a moment. . . . Literacy 
today is in the midst of a tectonic 

change. Even inside of school, never 
before have writing and composing 

generated such diversity in definition. 
What do our references to writing 
mean? Do they mean print only?”

~ Kathleen Blake Yancey, 
Made Not Only in Words: Composition in a New Key (2004) ~ New London Group, 

“A Pedagogy of Multiliteracies: Designing Social Futures” (1996)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L9A5ZDS1n7T_wrLZXQxOSQ-dIJ04txUC/view?usp=sharing
http://newarcproject.pbworks.com/f/Pedagogy+of+Multiliteracies_New+London+Group.pdf


All Writing is Multimodal = Multi + Mode

“Historically, rhetoric and composition studies is often assumed 
to focus on writing (and sometimes speech) as solely 

alphanumeric-based communication [the linguistic mode]. . . . 
The term mode, within this historical perception, was reserved 
for defining the rhetorical modes of exposition, argumentation, 
description, and narration. In multimodal theory, the definition 

of mode is complicated to distribute equal emphasis on how 
meanings are created, delivered, and circulated through choices 
in design, material composition, tools and technologies, delivery 

systems, and interpretive senses. . . . That is, mode isn’t just 
words . . . but sound, texture, movement, and all other 

communicative acts that contribute to the making of meaning.”

Linguistic

Audio

Visual

Gestural

Spatial
~ Cheryl E. Ball & Colin Charlton, Naming What We Know: 

Threshold Concepts of Writing Studies (2015) 

https://upcolorado.com/utah-state-university-press/item/2705-naming-what-we-know
https://upcolorado.com/utah-state-university-press/item/2705-naming-what-we-know


What is the Rhetorical Situation of the Writing 
Experience?

Audience

Purpose

Context

Text

Genre
Artifact

Composition

Emotions - How 
writers gain 

interest, show 
what’s at stake 

(ethos).

Character - How 
writers gain 

readers’ trust 
(pathos).

Logic - How 
writers establish 
clear claims with 
good reasons and 
sound evidence 

(logos).



Other Considerations - A Continuum
Writing to Learn Writing to Demonstrate 

Learning

Low-stakes High-stakes

Low-tech High-tech

Shorter Longer

Ungraded Graded

Messy Thinking Refined Thinking

Private Audience Public Audience
~ Adapted from May 7, 2020 AWAC Presentation by Chris Anson (NC State) & Marty Townsend (MU)

https://asc.dasa.ncsu.edu/
https://writingcenter.missouri.edu/


Build Ideas Together

Google Slides Link

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1R_fkvkPxmys1DoExEk8z5keLzV1YNrv6UB13z8z4chg/edit?usp=sharing


Engage Community in the Linguistic Mode

❖ For collaborative writing, idea sharing, group brainstorming:
➢ Write on paper or Post-It note, take picture and share, discuss (synchronous)

➢ Zoom Breakout Rooms compose written ideas on Google Slides or Google Docs (synchronous)

➢ Compose/write in small groups using Google Docs or Google Slides (asynchronous)

❖ For peer review:
➢ Share Google Docs and use Google Meet to discuss writing (synchronous)

➢ Share Google Docs and Comments Function and/or Bates email to respond to writing 
(asynchronous)



Engage Community in the Audio Mode
❖ For warming up

➢ Play music in your hello to each class (entry song!) - Students can, too.

➢ Ask students what they listen to while writing. Create a class playlist.

❖ For brainstorming
➢ Play music in the background of quiet writing experiences together -- or simply engage silence.

➢ Compose an audio rant on a topic, record it and post it to a Forum discussion discuss in next class.

❖ For applying or seeing concepts in a new way
➢ Ask students to reflect on the lyrics or musical attributes of a song related to your content.

➢ Ask them to locate a speech or audio recording that represents a concept.

❖ For giving feedback on writing
➢ Audio record your feedback on student writing in Lyceum Assignments.



Engage Community in the Visual Mode
❖ For brainstorming or grappling with course content 

➢ Use mind mapping online (try MindMup); or go low-tech by taking a picture of a map drawn on a piece of 
paper and show it in the Zoom camera, or take a picture and post to Padlet.

➢ Ask students to draw or post a picture that represents their current understanding (or lack of understanding) 
of a concept on Jamboard (Google); or post a video to Flipgrid. Have students respond to each other’s 
compositions!

❖ In drafting
➢ Ask students to carefully integrate, caption, and cite an image (graphic, chart, picture, etc.) in a project; 

discuss the value and importance of visual rhetoric.

❖ For final presentations
➢ Create a video on YouTube and ask students to close caption it; share with the class; Microsoft PowerPoint has 

an audio recording function, too.

❖ For feedback
➢ Use Screencast-o-Matic to record and offer audiovisual feedback on students’ writing.

https://www.mindmup.com/
https://padlet.com/
https://jamboard.google.com/
https://info.flipgrid.com/
https://writingspaces.org/sites/default/files/cohn-understanding-visual-rhetoric.pdf
https://screencast-o-matic.com/


Engage Community in the Gestural Mode
❖ For building community

➢ Ask students to find a beautiful 3D object they love and share it on screen

➢ Have student Rename themselves in Zoom and do a Name Toss activity

❖ For brainstorming or revision
➢ Ask students to use their own bodies, each other’s bodies, or various household objects to “give 

shape” to an idea in their writing or a class concept

➢ Have students to present their creations while other students ask questions; the presenter/writer 
can then reshape their objects as new ideas occur to them

❖ For applying concepts
➢ Have them share and relate an object to a concept your exploring in class

https://teaching.nmc.edu/knowledgebase/changing-your-name-in-a-zoom-meeting/
https://sites.google.com/site/lessondesignresources/home/the-name-game-lesson


Engage Community in the Spatial Mode
❖ For building community, shared experience, and presenting

➢ Use Spatial.chat to create informal drop-in room after a class meeting, or for coffee hours

➢ Use it also to do final presentations (or watch film clips together)!

❖ When revising
➢ ask students to resize their writing and read sentences backwards to find errors.

➢ use Share Screen in Zoom to (ask ahead of time) share some students’ writing and

■ Discuss the their uses of (choices) of bold vs. italics vs underline; headings, subheadings; margins and 
spacing; fonts; citation formatting; etc.

➢ ask students to choose one sentence (their best sentence) and cut and paste it to the top of blank 
Google Doc, or in the center of a Jamboard board; ask everyone comment on/post what they like 
about it and what they want to know more about.

https://spatial.chat/
https://jamboard.google.com/


Recap - How do we build community, interaction, and 
metacognition through writing and using technology?

1. Start with your learning goals.

2. What text do you want them to create in this context? Be clear about your 
expectations for audience and purpose, character, emotions, and logic.

3. Consider where they are in the writing/composing process of the text and 
on which part of the low- to high-stakes continuum they are.

4. THEN, choose the modality and technology that suits your purposes for 
the community-building writing experience!

5. Start small. Try one new thing.

6. Have fun!



THANK YOU! 
BE WELL.

➳ Recording will go on Writing@Bates YouTube page.
➳ Google Slides with all links, too.
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